Motive/Vision/Goal to reach Innovative Technologies

FACT ONE: In the 2008 study by ODH/OEPA on sources of watershed pollution, over 75% of the sources were ODH's systems
FACT TWO: Currently the cost of the prescribed system for SW Ohio, the 'mound' is over $25,000 for a homesite, frequently on one
acre. That miserably incompetent system is a 50% burden on a rural economic home of the form of an energy-efficient-options
doublewide of 1500 sf that costs for all other life supporting features, only $50,000. An obscenity on the public.
FACT THREE: Even in the midwest, with its spring monsoon season tradition, and flooding river challenges, the current expansion of
fracking (aka fractured well drilling for Natural Gas in an energy greedy world and military-industrial dependencies to complicate life)
with its secrecy allowed for the chemicals used for powerful hightech drills that now toxify the water used, to the tune of MILLIONS of
GALLONS of subsequently UNREDEEMABLE water, and unpredictable public health consequences, there is no conservation
protection for our precious potable water.
And on, and on, but it gets so old while nothing shows real promise on the horizon, until we tried this... it's an adaptation of the systems
promoted and demonstrated by Appalachia-Science in the Public Interest down in Mount Vernon KY. Ours does solve the problems
that sewage models in Ohio attempting to dabble in bits and pieces of the KY model have fallen down because of... so let's start with a
typical difficult site in Ohio............

THE BASTARD STONECREEK PROTOTYPE
High seasonal ground water, very impermeable clay soil, heavily wooded relatively level ONE acre lot with surface water crossing it in
swales that become 7 inches deep in monsoon spring season (dry elsewhen)...... no real prospect of a rural micro-ag homesite
because of local rules limited to the infernal mound, millennium or other, but the local RS 'approves', aka 'prescribes', aka imposes, a
mound anyway, disaster coming for a lovely habitat that's needed for natural enviro healthy living.......

Come see this technology in this real midwest woodlands:

Innovative Treatment Technologies
Innovative treatment technologies shall be evaluated on a case by case basis provided that the following information is submitted to the Agency:

OEPA #1: The criteria that will be used to design the treatment system
our StoneCreek System response #1:
1. Average temperature of system per season to moderate rainfall input
2. Household waste heat shall be included in piping design to maintain average temperature of system between 40*F - 75*F
3. Design flow of greywater from house's count of bedroom, accounting for no flush toilets
4. Design average BOD.5 for household expected greywater
5. Design maximum expected output BOD.5 to match local surface / ground water quality
6. All fecal and all kitchen foodwaste including grease are to be dry composted
7. All urine is separated at toilet input for use in landscape or medical applications
8. USEPA formulas for subsurface horizontal constructed wetlands will determine sizing based on the above variables and parameters

OEPA #2: Manufacturer’s literature that explains or supports the design, operation, maintenance, or reliability of the treatment
system to be viable in Ohio's climate and in Ohio's site specific soils.
our StoneCreek System response #2:
In one of the most difficult soils of Brown County Ohio and environs, this designing was successful in meeting not only the BOD.5 requirements for
regionally measured OEPA surface water quality, but also matched the TSS and fecal/e-coli quality for surface use. Measurements were taken in
freezing weather of winter, monsoon spring, and drought summer.

And performance of the test model has met visual, odor-free and water-movement expectations for the years 2008-2014 so far. Without exception,
even in extreme weather, the system has not released output off-site, nor had water encroach into the composting bio-bins. In the monsoon spring
testing, we even tested the water near the bio-bins. Stellar also.

OEPA #3: A list of other similar installations in Ohio or installations in other states with similar climate and soil conditions as Ohio
with the name, address, and other phone numbers of the appropriate regulatory agencies and up-to-date performance data.
our StoneCreek System response #3:
In 1988 the USEPA worked with Appalachia-Science in the Public Interest to build their demonstration system in Mount Vernon, KY which only differs
from the present proposed technology in its lack of urine separation benefit and its lack of need for temperature moderation due to its slightly more
southerly location. Soil complications in KY are similar to Ohio in depth to limiting feature (seasonal high groundwater or bedrock). That system has
been successfully in service for nearly 30 years. We need to match that up north.

All constructed wetlands systems so far installed in Ohio itself have been *rather* less successful due to their lack of recognition of the USEPA
formula's nonlinearity benefits of working with greywater and composting. Ohio systems instead attempted to do blackwater, requiring hugely larger,
temperature unwieldy systems that have failed for thermal reasons in both freeze (bacterial suppression) and drought (plant faltering). If the mistake
is made in design of compounding cleanup difficulties at the start of the system, then the sizing necessary confounds the remaining difficulties of
temperature moderation..

OEPA #4: If there are special operation or maintenance requirements that would be required for this system, these requirements
should be specified in writing.
our StoneCreek System response #4:
Kitchen structural design should eliminate dishwashers, food grinders as well as including composting-favoring countertops that feature offal collection
and paper cleanup of grease from utensils and dishware.

Areas for recyclables sorting, and spare buckets, bags, shredded paper and brush for supplies for compost-toilet-hassocks maintenance. All great
cottage industry opportunities.

House roof stormwater control is a requirement for landscape isolation for the sanitation wetlands.

OEPA #5: Proposed staffing levels, man hour, and process sampling frequency.
our StoneCreek System response #5:
Staffing from 2008-2014 was accomplished by family-staff of three-two around the clock for dealing with vandalism to the site that started and
persisted each time we approached the BCHD. Such vandalism totally ceased once staff were on-site 24-7 (totally there except for christmas day two
of those years). Actual man hours on maintenance and observation were normal use level, including operation of the composting bio-bins. The
process of sampling was accomplished with the services enlisted from the adjacent county's Level III water resources laboratory (Clermont Water
Resource Laboratories, under the personal direction of their manager, T. Kevin Saunders), The frequency was chosen to hit on the cusp of severe
seasonal difficulties, per the dates of the laboratory results attached.

Based on the experience above, these designers/developers/researchers are now offering this design for presentation as Innovative Technology
candidate. Further development, research and sampling are negotiable. Man hours are now being supplied by two people on-site for a couple of
hours per day, as needed, using surface, rain water, since these green technology developers have been 'enjoined' not to reside in the site, nor use
the system as a 'residential' system. Worse is coming.

OEPA #6: Periodic reports concerning operation, maintenance, and performance of the treatment system will be required to be
submitted to the appropriate district office and/or central office staff as specified in the permit.
our StoneCreek System response #6:
Since these R&D staff have good relationships with the OEPA Surface Water, Southwest Ohio District staff member Ron Ware in nearby Dayton, Ohio,
it would be assumed as best practice to retain such relationship as the further reporting staffer. Mr Ware has made it clear that the OEPA does not
oppose innovative technonology, unlike some in other organizations.

For the composting evaluation, as needed, these R&D staff have worked with OSU-Extension under the ORC requirements for agricultural
composting. Presently that includes the certification for Mortality Composting, the most difficult, small scale animal source composting and such
relationship credibility has been able to deal with local regulations in this township and county, where agricultural rights and lifestyle are appropriate to
Ohio's rural socio-economic history.

OEPA #7: For design criteria not addressed specifically by this chapter, generally accepted design standards and methodologies
should apply for the treatment, conveyance and storage facilities.
our StoneCreek System response #7:
Treatment is basically microbial (constructed wetlands as well as animal-source high-powered composting, the heat-loving kind) and would be
'standard' for these designs.

Conveyance is also standard: ordinary sewage pipes from the house into the CW, and ordinary bucket carrying from the toilet-hassock to the biobin
with the bucket lined with a closed-for-carrying ordinary kitchen cinched-garbage bag. Less hazardous than handling baby diapers, since the fecal is
intermixed with paper-carbon-resource to achieve compost mix standards (C-N ratio, moisture, aeration). So no odor, nothing noxious.

'Storage' in the bio-reactor bin (in freezing weather possibly) is vector-secure, water-secure, wind-protected and animal resistant. Ditto for the bucket
stage in-house, where the hassock can be kept as is most convenient. To laymen that means by your bed, so each member of the household has
their own. Safe and wholesome.
As is clear in these photos:

Energy efficient doublewide sited with it's 'prow' to the prevailing
storm winds to minimize the leverage that the wind has on the
walls. Keeping the forest-like weed-trees whose diverse heights
and depth reduce the wind speed itself by a factor in the 40%
range, which is a huge boon when facing high wind events.
Welcoming vegetation keeps the temperature moderated, cooler
in heat wave and warmer in frosty weather by nearly 5*F. The
house then sits in a milder climate. And when a tree falls in such
a woodlands (with edges are chosen to match house distance)
its fall is moderated by its siblings, so much less catastrophic.
From the overhead view, the 'stone river' is clearly viewable
along the edge of the back of the house. The plantings for the
constructed wetlands' functioning are bushy along the buffer
area of the stone river. From black raspberry to joe-pye-weed
and jewel weed medicinals, to biblical reeds and bulrushes.
The flow chart shows how simple the planning can be.
Although we have chosen to use the hassock and urine-jar
system, there is a Swedish urine separating toilet that we are
testing as well. Their models (the Separett) range from basic to
'ordinary'-appearing but that conventional model fails to match
the convenience of the Reliance Hassock for siting.

the StoneCreek
Bastard

The constructed wetlands being for greywater only, simply is small
enough to be happy with the waste heat from the house water all
winter long. House water in the summer moderates the
atmosphere of the plants so drought is minimized.
Raspberry, medicinal weeds, and bulrushes are native, beneficial
and low maintenance with access from both sides of each row for
yearly trimming, and winter mulch-making. The wealth of
vegetation is not dwarfed by the house, making the home
companionable with our nature and need for vegetative eye-candy.
The water in the collection well is body friendly clean and would be
potable if put through a British Berkfeld gravity filter, even having
had the wetlands remove also the noxious fluoride, mostly. A
desirable resource in crises of the unthinkable kind.
Construction is not unreasonable for DIY with micro-bobcat, nor
expensive. The added water from the well pump. an ordinary
sump, can keep the lot well hydrated and minimize any fire hazard.
An asset that even returns the storm rain to the ground water
reservoir under your area, not just foppishly flushing it down to the
road ditches to flood lower reaches on its way to the river, doing
incalculable harm, as well as your-own-asset loss.

With a comfortably secure 2yr processing time planned for thorough heatloving (aka thermophilic) composting, we use 4 bins, one for this year's input,
one for each year of the past 2, and one for growing mushrooms on the
completed 3rd yo compost.
Landscape straw/grass can be stored over the top of the older 2. The newer
2 have more copious rain capes, using manufactured-home sheeting which is
UV proof. The structures are built from remesh for strength/shaping, with an
inner layer of EMM (expanded metal mesh) for critter resisting. The bottom is
lined to start, with an ample layer of finished compost or similar shield for
absorbing errant but nearly non-existent fluids in the nearly dry bucket
contents. Each incoming load is nested into the straw covering of the
previously deposited loads and their nested straw. The structure is built on an
island created by trenching around the area, so that standing/working room is
comfortable. Rain runoff is the goal to collect to keep the site drained, but
sampling for seclusion-testing is doable also.
The hassocks are nicely able to sit bedside for ultimate user convenience.
The 4gallon interior bucket (for carrying) is lined with a 13gal kitchen plastic
bag (cinch tie-able when needed to seal in contents when due for
processing). The insect (aka vector) resistant lid is stocking stretched over a
simple frame. The seat is comfortably warmer than flush toilets with their cold
tapwater proximity. The plastic bag is loaded with crushed newspaper to
start, and each use is covered with shredded, torn/crushed newspaper as well
as sanitation paper toweling (better for thorough cleaning than standard
flushable flimsies). Our main concern is the need for hassocks for larger
framed users. See Humanure Handbook for Carbon/Nitrogen balancing
(easy) and many other ideas.
Each use presents its user with a crushed paper nest waiting for a deposit,
mostly dry, since urine is collected separately in wide-mouth 1/2 gallon jars.
The agronomic rate at which the Finns were successful in 30% better greens
growing (than standard fertilizer) would allow the spreading of the diluted
urine of 11 people per acre of grassy lot. Best of all is the realization that
urine is amazing in its body-friendly nature, from transdermally friendly
vitamins, minerals, hormones and stemcells and was used for wound cleaning
in military history, and more recently USAF training includes its benefits in
curing athletes foot, maybe psoriasis. sunburn and more.

STONECREEK RESULTS IN THE LAB
Testing results (Clermont Water Resources Lab, EPA level 3)
in (mg/l except counts, pH and temp)
Winter
(middle of snowstorm week Dec 2010)

Spring Monsoon data
(2012)

Wetlands Pumpwell..........
Wetlands Pumpwell.........
TSS
3.8
TSS
18.6
for reference
BOD5
< 2.0
BOD5
3.0
PUBLIC HEALTH NUISANCE ORC 3718.011
Fecal
260 #/100ml __________Fecal
640 ______FECAL OVER 5,000
e-Coli
62 #/100ml __________ e-Coli
<100______E-COLI OVER 1,030
(yet court 'convicted' us)
ammonia 3.25
temperature 42*F
pH
7.74

ammonia

2.92

Compost bin area runoff into moat
TSS
29.2
BOD5
5.7
Fecal
700
e-Coli
<100
ammonia

0.312

In end of summer drought 2013, as part of the discussions with Clermont County for possible project there, we also had the
CBOD and Phosphorus done
CBOD
2.4
Phosphorus
0.31
temperature
65*F vs outdoor 80s and 90s
Further comparison: The turkey processing factory's high tech bio-reactive system on the other side of the city in Harrison
Ohio is permitted to dump their effluent directly into the river, because they claim their system was tested in the design stage
to produce water with a BOD5 that was in the range of 5-20mg/L in the OSU research lab
And the requirements in ODH's document on pretreatment systems that would be eligible to use their 'effluent' on the
surface of the property of origin (and restricted thereto) were that BOD and TSS had to be less than 30 mg/L and the fecal
was to be less than or equal (i.e. about) to 200 colonies per 100ml... yet Ohio's court system rules you w/o science or law

More to explore, from stormwater wetlands, to blackout systems that double as Uninterruptible Power for computing needs for stability,
to underbelly drying technology with thermal mass and solar heating, to residential fire suppression.... all vitally needed and eminently
doable for quality living on a sustainable life-directed path. So much more.......

